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UNIT-3 

INVENTORY MODEL 

INVENTORY 

Inventory is the stock of any item or resource used in an organization. Inventory includes: raw materials, 

finished products, component parts, supplies, and work-in-process. An inventory system is the set of policies 

and controls that monitors levels of inventory and determines what levels should be maintained, when stock 

should be replenished, and how large orders should be. 

The purposes of inventories are: 

1. To maintain independence of operations. 

2. To meet variation in product demand. 

3. To allow flexibility in production scheduling. 

4. To provide a safeguard for variation in raw material delivery time. 

5. To take advantage of economic purchase order size. 

 

INVENTORY COSTS 

Five types of costs need to be considered when analyzing inventory decisions: 

1. Holding (or Carrying) Costs: storage facilities, handling, insurance, pilferage, breakage, obsolescence, 

depreciation, taxes, and the opportunity cost of capital. 

2. Setup (or production change) costs: line conversion, equipment change-over, report preparation, etc. 

3. Ordering costs: typing, calling, transportation, receiving, etc. This cost does not depend or vary on the 

number ordered. 

4. Shortage costs (stock out costs): the loss due to losing a specific sale, customers’ good ill, o  futu e 
business. 

5. Cost of the item. 

 

Figure: Various costs associated with inventory 

INVENTORY 
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INDEPENDENT VERSUS DEPENDENT DEMAND 

Independent demand (i.e., the demand by consumers) is influenced by market conditions outside the control 

of operations. Independent demand calls for a replenishment philosophy. Orders are made to replenish 

inventory. 

Dependent (or derived) demand is related to the demand for another item. For example, parts, intermediate 

goods, and raw materials face a demand dependent on the demand for the final goods. Dependent demand 

calls for a requirements philosophy. Orders are made if there is a demand or requirement for the final 

product. 

ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY (EOQ) 

The economic order quantity or EOQ is the certain amount to be ordered at specific intervals.  It gives the 

perfect saw tooth pattern in a graph of inventory versus time. 

EOQ is simple to understand and use but it has several restrictive assumptions which are also disadvantages 

in practice.  Even with these weaknesses, EOQ is a good place to start to understand inventory systems.  EOQ 

assumes: 

1. Demand rate is constant, uniform, recurring, and known. 

2. Lead time is constant and known. 

3. Price per unit of product is constant; no discounts are given for large orders. 

4. Inventory holding cost is based on average inventory. 

5. Ordering or setup costs are constant. 

6. All demands will be satisfied. No stock outs are allowed. 

 

 

Figure: Inventory Cost 

D = demand rate, units per year 

S = cost per order placed, or setup cost, dollars per order 

C = unit cost, dollars per unit 

i = holding or carrying rate, percent of dollar value per year 

A basic problem for businesses and manufacturers is, when ordering supplies, to determine what quantity 

of a given item to order.  A great deal of literature has dealt with this problem (unfortunately many of the 

best books on the subject are out of print).  Many formulas algorithms have been created.  Of these the 
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simplest formula is the most used: The EOQ (economic order quantity) or Lot Size formula.  The EOQ formula 

has been independently discovered many times in the last eighty years. We will see that the EOQ formula is 

simplistic and uses several unrealistic assumptions.  This raises the question, which we will address: given 

that it is so unrealistic, why does the formula work so well?  Indeed, despite the many more sophisticated 

formulas and algorithms available, even large corporations use the EOQ formula.  In general, large 

corporations that use the EOQ formula do not want the public or competitors to know they use something 

so unsophisticated.  Hence you might wonder how I can state that large corporations do use the EOQ 

for ula.  Let’s just sa  that I ha e good sou es of i fo atio  that I feel a  e elied upon. 

THE VARIABLES OF THE EOQ PROBLEM 

Let us assume that we are interested in optimal inventory policies for widgets.  The EOQ formula uses four 

variables.  They are: 

D: The demand for widgets in quantity per unit time.  Demand can be thought of as a rate. 

Q: The order quantity.  This is the variable we want to optimize.  All the other variables are fixed quantities. 

C: The order cost.  This is the flat fee charged for making any order and is independent of Q. 

h: Holding costs per widget per unit time.  If we store x widgets for one unit of time, it costs us x @h. 

 

The EOQ problem can be summarized as determining the order quantity Q, that balances the order cost C 

and the holding costs h to minimize total costs.  The greater Q is, the less we will spend on orders, since we 

order less often.  On the other hand, the greater Q is the more we spend on inventory.   Note that the price 

of widgets is a variable that does not interest us.  This is because we plan to meet the demand for widgets.  

Hence the value of Q has nothing to do with this quantity. If we put the price of widgets into our problem 

formulation, when we finally have finally solved the optimal value for Q, it will not involve this term.   

The fi st odel e ill p ese t is alled the e o o i  o de  ua tit  EOQ  odel. This odel is studied fi st 
owing to its simplicity. Simplicity and restrictive modeling assumptions usually go together, and the EOQ 

model is not an exception. However, the presence of these modeling assumptions does not mean that the 

model cannot be used in practice. There are many situations in which this model will produce good results. 

For example, these models have been effectively employed in automotive, pharmaceutical, and retail sectors 

of the economy for many years. Another advantage is that the model gives the optimal solution in closed 

form. This allows us to gain insights about the behavior of the inventory system. The closed-form solution is 

also easy to compute (compared to, for example, an iterative method of computation). 

 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

 

 De a d a i es o ti uousl  at a o sta t a d k o  ate of λ u its pe  ea . A i al of de a d at a 
continuous rate implies that the optimal order quantity may be non-integer. The fractional nature of the 

opti al o de  ua tit  is ot a sig ifi a t p o le  so lo g as the o de  ua tit  is ot e  s all; i  
practice, one simply rounds off the order quantity. Similarly, the assumption that demand arrives at a 

o sta t a d k o  ate is a el  satisfied i  p a ti e. Ho e e , the odel p odu es good esults he e 
demand is relatively stable over time. 

 

 Whe e e  a  o de  is pla ed, a fi ed ost K is i u ed. Ea h u it of i e to  osts upees I to sto k pe  
yea  pe  dolla  i ested i  i e to . The efo e, if a u it’s pu hasi g ost is C, it ill ost I ·C  to sto k 
one unit of that item for a year. 

 

 The o de  a i es τ ea s afte  the pla e e t of the o de . We assu e that τ is deterministic and known. 

 All the model parameters are unchanging over time. 
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 The le gth of the pla i g ho izo  is i fi ite. 

 All the de a d is satisfied o  ti e. 

 

Our goal is to determine the order quantity and the reorder interval. Since all the parameters are stationary 

over time, the order quantity, denoted by Q, also remains stationary. The reorder interval is related to when 

an order should be placed, since a reorder interval is equal to the time between two successive epochs at 

which an order is placed and is called the cycle length. A cycle is the time between the placing of two 

successive orders. The question of when to place an order has a simple answer in this model. Since demand 

o u s at a dete i isti  & fi ed ate a d the o de  o e pla ed a i es e a tl  τ ea s late , we would want 

the order to a i e e a tl  he  the last u it is ei g sold. Thus the o de  should e pla ed τ ea s before 

the depletion of inventory. 

  

Figure: Change in inventory over time for EOQ model  

The fi st step i  the de elop e t of the odel is the construction of cost expressions. Since total demand 

per year is λ, the total pu hasi g ost fo  o e ea  is Cλ . Similarly, the number of orders placed per year is 

e ual to λ /Q. The efo e, the total a ual a e age ost of pla i g o de s is K λ /Q. The derivation of the total 

holding cost pe  ea  is a it o e i ol ed. We ill egi   fi st o puti g the a e age i e to  per cycle. 

Since each cycle is identical to any other cycle, the average inventory per year is the same as the average 

inventory per cycle. The holding cost is equal to the average inventory per year times the cost of holding one 

unit of inventory for one year. 

 

 
 

The annual cost of holding inventory will be equal to ICQ /2. 

Adding the three type of cost together, we get the objective function, which we want to minimize over Q: 

 

Before we compute the optimal value of Q, let us take a step back and think about what the optimal solution 

should look like. Fi st, the highe  the alue of the fi ed ost K, the fewer the number of orders that should 

be placed every year. This means that the quantity ordered per order will be high. Second, if the holding cost 

rate is high, placing orders more frequently is economical since inventory will on average be lower. A higher 
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frequency of order placement leads to lower amounts ordered per order. Therefore, our intuition tells us 

that the opti al o de  ua tit  should i ease as the fi ed o de i g cost increases and decrease as the 

holding cost rate increases. 

To compute the optimal order quantit , e take the fi st de i ati e of ) Q  ith espe t to Q a d set it e ual 
to zero: 

 

Where Q* is the optimal order quantity.  

Ne t, let us dete i e hethe  o  ot the opti al EOQ solutio  at hes ou  i tuitio . If the fi ed ost K 
increases, the numerator of (2.2) increases and the optimal order quantity Q∗ increases. Similarly, as the 

holding cost rate I increases, the denominator increases and the optimal order quantity Q∗ decreases.  

To gain more insights, let us explore additional properties the optimal solution possesses. Figure shows the 

plot of the a e age a ual fi ed o de  ost K λ /Q a d the annual holding cost ICQ/2 as functions of Q. The 

a e age a ual fi ed o de  ost decreases as Q increases because fewer orders are average annual holding 

cost increases as Q increases. Since units remain in inventory longer. Thus the order quantity affects the two 

of costs in opposite a s. The a ual fi ed o  Q as large as possible, but the holding cost is minimized by 

having Q as small as possible. The two curves intersect at Q= Q1. 

 

By definition of Q1,  

 

 

Figure: Fixed and holding cost as a function of order quantity. 

And in case Q = Q*, the exact balance of the holding and setup costs yields the optimal order quantity. In other 

words, the optimal solution is the best compromise between the two types of costs. (As we will see throughout 

this book, inventory models a e ased o  fi di g the est o p o ise et ee  opposi g osts.  Si e the 
annual holding cost ICQ∗ /2 a d the fi ed ost K λ /Q∗ are equal in the optimal solution, the optimal average 

annual total cost is equal to 
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EOQ MODEL WITH BACKORDERING ALLOWED 

 

In this section we will relax one of the assumptions we have made about satisfying all demand on time. We 

will now allow some of the demand to be backordered, but there will be a cost penalty incurred. The rest of 

the modeling assumptions remain unaltered. As a result, the cost function now consists of four components: 

the purchasing cost, the fixed cost of order placement, the inventory holding cost, and the backlog penalty 

cost. 

Each order cycle is comprised of two sub- les. The fi st su -cycle (ADC) is T1 years long and is characterized 

by positive on-hand inventory which decreases at the de a d ate of λ. The se o d su -cycle (CEF) is T2 

years long, during which demand is backordered. Hence there is no on-hand inventory during this time 

period. Since no de a d is satisfied i  this latte  pe iod, the a klog i eases at the de a d ate λ. The  

total length of a cycle is T = T1 + T2. 

 

 

 

Figure: Change in inventory over time for EOQ model with backordering allowed. 

There are two decisions to be made: How much to order whenever an order is placed and how large the 

maximum backlog level should be in each cycle. The order quantity is denoted by Q as before, and we use B 

to denote the maximum amount of backlog allowed. When an order arrives, all the backordered demand is 

satisfied i ediatel . 
Thus, the e ai i g Q − B u its of o -ha d i e to  satisfies de a d i  the fi st su - cycle. Since this on-

hand i e to  de eases at ate λ a d e o es ze o i  T1 years, 

 

Q − B = λ T1  
In the second sub- le, the u e  of a ko de s i eases f o  0 to B at ate λ o e  a period of length T2 

years. Thus 

B = λ T2 

 

And  

 Q = λ T1 + T2  = λ T 
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The cost expressions fo  the pu hasi g ost a d a ual fi ed o de i g ost e ai  the same as for the EOQ 

odel a d a e e ual to Cλ a d K λ /Q, espe ti el . The expression for the average annual holding cost is 

diffe e t. We fi st o pute the a e age inventory per cycle and then multiply the result by the holding cost 

IC to get the annual holding cost. The average inventory per cycle is equal to 

 
We next substitute for T1 and T. This results in an expression which is a function only of Q and B, our 

decision variables. 

Average Inventory per Cycle: 

 
The computation of the average annual backordering cost is similar.  

We let π e the ost of a k o de i g a u it fo  o e ea . 

The first step is to compute the number of backorders per cycle. Since all cycles are alike. This means that 

number of outstanding backorders per year is the same as the average per cycle. To get the average back 

order cost per year, we multiply the average back order quantities per year by back order cost rate. The 

average number of backorders per cycle is equal to area of triangle CEF divided by the length of cycle T 

 

I  the last e ualit , e ha e used the elatio ships T2 = B/λ a d T = Q/λ. The efo e the a e age a ual 
backorder cost will be equal to π B2/ 2Q. 

Now we combine all the cost components and express the average annual cost of managing inventory as 

 

Before we obtain the optimal solution, let us anticipate what properties we expect the optimal solution to 

possess. As efo e, if the fi ed o de  ost K i eases, fe e  orders will be placed, which will increase the 

order quantity. An increase in the holding cost rate should drive the order quantity to lower values. The 

effect of the backorder cost on the maximum possible number of units backordered should be as follows: 

the higher the backorder cost, the lower the maximum desirable number of backorders. We will state 

additional insights after deriving the optimal solution. 

 

To obtain the optimal solution, we take the first partial derivative of Z (B, Q) with respect to Q and B and set 

them equal to zero. This yields two simultaneous equations in Q and B: 

 

 
Setting above equation equal to zero.  
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Substituting the value of B in above equation, we get, 

 

Where QE, optimal quantity of EOQ. Also 

 

CONTROL TECHNIQUES OF INVENTORY 

An analysis of a range of objects, such as finished products, items lying in inventory or customers into three 

categories. It's a system of categorization, with similarities to Pareto analysis, and the method usually 

categorizes inventory into three classes with each class having a different management control associated: 

A - Outstandingly important. 

 B - of average importance. 

C - Relatively unimportant as a basis for a control scheme.  

Each category can and sometimes should be handled in a different way, with more attention being devoted 

to category A, less to B, and still less to C.  

Popularly known as the "80/20" rule ABC concept is applied to inventory management as a rule-of thumb. It 

says that about 80% of the Rupee value, consumption wise, of an inventory remains in about 20% of the 

items. 

This rule, in general, applies well and is frequently used by inventory managers to put their efforts where 

greatest benefits, in terms of cost reduction as well as maintaining a smooth availability of stock, are 

attained. 

The ABC concept is derived from the Pareto's 80/20 rule curve. It is also known as the 80-20 concept. Here, 

Rupee / Dollar value of each individual inventory item is calculated on annual consumption basis. 

Thus, applied in the context of inventory, it's a determination of the relative ratios between the number of 

items and the currency value of the items purchased / consumed on a repetitive basis: 

 

 10-20% of the items ('A' class) account for 70-80% of the consumption 

 the next 15-25% ('B' class) account for 10-20% of the consumption and 

 the balance 65-75% ('C' class) account for 5-10% of the consumption 

'A' class items are closely monitored because of the value involved (70-80%). 
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High value (A), Low value (C), intermediary value (B) 

  

 20% of the items account for 80% of total inventory consumption value (Qty consumed X unit rate) 

 Specific items on which efforts can be concentrated profitably 

 Provides a sound basis on which to allocate funds and time 

 A,B & C , all have a purchasing / storage policy - "A", most critically reviewed , "B" little less while "C" still 

less with greater results. 

ABC Analysis is the basis for material management processes and helps define how stock is managed. It can 

form the basis of various activity including leading plans on alternative stocking arrangements (consignment 

stock), reorder calculations and can help determine at what intervals inventory checks are carried out (for 

example A class items may be required to be checked more frequently than c class stores. 

Inventory Control Application: The ABC classification system is to grouping items according to annual 

issue value, (in terms of money), in an attempt to identify the small number of items that will account for 

most of the issue value and that are the most important ones to control for effective inventory management. 

The emphasis is on putting effort where it will have the most effect. 

ALL THE ITEMS OF INVENTORIES ARE PUT IN THREE CATEGORIES, AS BELOW: 

 

A Items: These Items are seen to be of high Rupee consumption volume. "A" items usually include 10-20% 

of all inventory items, and account for 50-60% of the total Rupee consumption volume. 

B Items: "B" items are those that are 30-40% of all inventory items, and account for 30-40% of the total 

Rupee consumption volume of the inventory. These are important, but not critical, and don't pose sourcing 

difficulties. 

C Items: "C" items account for 40-50% of all inventory items, but only 5-10% of the total Rupee consumption 

volume. Characteristically, these are standard, low-cost and readily available items. ABC classifications allow 

the inventory manager to assign priorities for inventory control. Strict control needs to be kept on A and B 

items, with preferably low safety stock level. Taking a lenient view, the C class items can be maintained with 

looser control and with high safety stock level. The ABC concept puts emphasis on the fact that every item 

of inventory is critical and has the potential of affecting, adversely, production, or sales to a customer or 

operations. The categorization helps in better control on A and B items. 

 

 

Figure: ABC Analysis for cumulative percentage of items for category identification 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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